ACM Student Chapter Excellence Awards Application
The ACM Student Chapter Excellence Awards Program recognizes chapters that
display considerable initiative during the academic year. Chapters who apply must
be in a good standing which includes having an active status, a complete chapter
officer list and at least 10 chapter members on the Chapter Administrative
Interface. There are five categories student chapters may choose from:
Outstanding Chapter Activities, Outstanding Chapter Website, Outstanding
Recruitment Program, Outstanding Community Service, or Outstanding School
Service. Please submit separate applications for every category your
chapter is applying for. Hand-written submissions will not be accepted.
Application must be submitted to local_activities@acm.org by March 23, 2018. In
the subject line please state your chapter name and the category for which you
would like your chapter to be considered.
The last section of this application will require an essay. Please review the
guidelines below for the category you are applying to.
Outstanding Chapter Activities
For ACM student chapters that sponsor a series of exceptional activities throughout
the year or have focused their efforts on a single major activity. Tell us about your
chapter's most successful activities. Be sure to describe each activity, including how
many people participated, how it was funded, and what made it a success. If you
have web pages for these activities, include the URLs.
Outstanding Chapter Website
For ACM student chapters that maintain an outstanding chapter website. Tell us
about the design and content of your website and any noteworthy features. Also tell
us how you created it and what you do to keep it up to date. Don't forget to provide
the URL so the judges can check it out.
Outstanding Recruitment Program
For ACM student chapters that have done an excellent job of recruiting chapter
members. Tell us about your recruiting program. How do you let students at your
school know about your chapter and how do you get them interested in joining?
What factors are most critical to your success? How many members does your
chapter have?
Outstanding Community Service
For ACM student chapters that have made significant contributions to their
communities through one major service project or a series of smaller projects. Tell

us about each project, who it served, and how many people participated. Why was
your chapter interested in these particular projects? If you have web pages for
these projects, include the URLs.
Outstanding School Service
For ACM student chapters that have made significant contributions to their own
schools through one major service project or a series of smaller projects. Tell us
about projects that help your fellow students, your department, or your school in
general. Tell us about each project, how many people participated, and how it
helped your school. If you have web pages for these projects, include the URLs.
(Note, if you have worked on projects to help other schools, for example
neighboring high schools, apply for the Community Service award rather than the
School Service award.)

ACM Student Chapter Excellence Awards Application
Chapter Group ID:114590
Name of Chapter:SUNY Oswego ACM-W Student Chapter
Chapter Address:131 Campus Center Oswego, NY 13126
URL for your Chapter homepage:https://lakerlife.oswego.edu/organization/wco
Category you are applying for:Outstanding Community Service
Chapter Officers
Chair Name:Anne Reynolds
Email:areynol3@oswego.edu
Vice Chair: Alikeju Adejo
Email:aadejo@oswego.edu
Treasurer:

Sushmita Banerjee

Email:sbanerje@oswego.edu
Faculty Sponsor:

Bastian Tenbergen

Email:bastian.tenbergen@oswego.edu
Secretary (if applicable):Tara O'Grady
Email:togrady@oswego.edu
Membership Chair (if applicable):
Email:
Web Master (if applicable):
Email:

Please provide a brief description of your chapter and school including number of
chapter members (1500 character maximum):
Our chapter is located at SUNY Oswego, which is a New York State university. It has been
around for a couple of years. Enrollment for the university is typically around 8,000 students.
Our chapter currently has thirteen active members. However, we are looking to increase this
number next year because our club membership number is closer to twenty.

Number of students at your school who take computer science and related courses,
and typical majors of your chapter members (1000 character maximum):
There are a lot of students who are required to take a computer science course for their major,
but the actual number of computer scientists at SUNY Oswego is not as high. Students who
are getting a degree in Business, Accounting, Economics, Education, Meteorology,
Mathematics, Cognitive Science, Computer Science, Information Science, Operations Systems
Management, Software Engineering, Electrical and Computer Engineering, and more have to
take at least an introductory level computer science related course. This number is hard to
quantify because it changes based on the acceptance of students into each field of study,
transfer credis, and the computer science classes offerred per semester. If I were to roughly
approximate the number of students that take computer science classes per year at my
university, it would be about 750 students. Some typical majors of our members are Software
Engineering, Computer Science, Cognitive Science, and Human Computer Interaction.

An essay on the category for which your chapter would like to be considered (4000
character maximum - approximately 500 words):
In the past year, around four members have been actively involved in participating in Girls Who
Code. This is a nonprofit organization that creates a space for girls who are in sixth to twelfth
grade to learn how to code. Having grown up in this area, I saw a need for introductory lessons
in computer science at a young age. Currently at SUNY Oswego there are two women who are
registered in a sixty person lecture for a second level programming course. The retention rate
between the first and second introductory courses drops significantly. The women in this chapter
realized that this was an issue in our own community, so we decided to band together to provide
a solution. Each weekend we teach young girls programming languages, provide lessons on
women who held significant roles in science, encourage problem solving and team building, and
provide access to different types of hardware and software (VR, AR, robots, etc.). They create
their own projects, but they are encouraged to work in teams. They create impact projects,
which are projects that they believe can make a positive impact on the world. For instance, there
is a fourth grader creating a game for iOS taat has the user tackle how to deal with bullying. She
has learned how to problem solve, think logically, and also consider ethics when programming
her game. A sixth grader is learning how to program a robot using python. However, her real
interests lie in combining neuroscience and computer science. Her brother died at a young age
of brain cancer and ever since she has been devoted to understanding how the brain works.
Computer science will allow her to create something that will change all of our lives.
This program also allows students who are in tenth to eleventh grade to apply for an internship
in companies around the United States. These include, but are not limited to, Disney, Pixar,
Facebook, Amazon, Kate Spade, and much more. This opportunity gives girls real world
experience from experts and a space in which their creativity can thrive.
Thus far, we have had over thirty girls from ages eight to seventeen come to our club. The
projects that they have created have ranged from producing music with javascript, using unity to
create a virtual environment, using robots to navigate the world, creating an app in Scratch that
has divers picking up trash in the ocean, and even creating their own clothing line and promoting
it using a website that they coded. The limits are endless when we allow girls the opportunity to
thrive and learn computer science. We will continue this journey this summer in Vietnam, and
then we will bring it back to New York for the upcoming year.

